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GALLOWAY Â  In Galloway, Louis Lâ€™Amour tells the story of two brothers who must struggle to

survive in a wild and beautiful land to build themselves a ranch and a future. Trouble was following

Flagan Sackett with a vengeance. Captured and tortured by a band of Apaches, he escaped into

the rugged San Juan country, where he managed to stay alive until his brother Galloway could find

him. But the brothers were about to encounter worse trouble ahead. Their plan to establish a ranch

angered the Dunn clan, who had decided that the vast range would be theirs alone. Now Galloway

and Flagan would face an enemy who killed for sportâ€”but as long as other Sacketts lived, they

would not fight alone.From the Paperback edition.
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Galloway was thinking of Flagan Sackett. Somewhere in those mountains, without weapons, in a

rugged country where the only humans he found we apt to be enemies, he would have to fight for

his life alone. Galloway knew what Flagan must do to survive because he knew what he would do --

and because Flagan was his brother in thinking as well as in blood. And for Sackett there was no

easy way. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Filled with action, adventure, mystery, and historical detail, the Sackett saga is an unforgettable

achievement by one of America's greatest storytellers. In Galloway, two brothers must struggle to

survive in a wild and beautiful land to build themselves a ranch and a future. A desperate stand. . .



Trouble was following Flagan Sackett with a vengeance. Captured and tortured by a band of

Apaches, he had escaped into the rugged San Juan country, where he would try to stay alive until

his brother Galloway could find him. But the brothers were about to find worse trouble ahead. Their

plan to establish a ranch angered the Dunn clan, who had decided that the vast range would be

theirs alone. Now Galloway and Flagan would face an enemy who killed for sport -- but as long as

other Sacketts lived, they would not fight alone. . . --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

In my opinion this is one of Louis Lamour's best works. It is a Sacket adventure (always a plus) and

it combines a good, if slightly simplistic plot with twists of wry humor. Of course, I always enjoy Louis

Lamour's views of our nations history and people. He manages to convey the rough lives of the

pioneers with respect, avoiding the more graphic descriptions of violence, yet without coming across

as wimpy. The romances are brief and without sex (thank you for that!) focusing primarily on the

other aspects of the plot. It this case, two Sackett brothers are moving to a new home to build a

ranch and never get there before one of the brother's is captured by indians and tortured until he

escapes. We begin the story with his run through the wilderness after escaping his tormentors. As

the story develops, the brothers are reunited and work together with other Sacketts (who join in to

help) in order to make their dream of a ranch come true.I really enjoyed the story. I only gave it 4

stars because the plot was not as complicated as it could have been, leaving some aspects

predictable, although it was still an enjoyable read. It is the kind of story that can be read repeatedly

with enjoyment.

Louis L'Amour is a master wordsmith. I've been fortunate to have read everything he's ever written

multiple times. And, like a good friend, I enjoy revisiting each L'Amour tome. Books have always

been my friend. Thanks Mr L'Amour. You were a positive role model for a foster kid in Oklahoma 35

years ago. And I'm still riding for the brand sir.

I enjoyed reading this one again. Traditional Louie L'Amour style. I especially enjoy a look at history

and the western countryside as it would have been in the beginning of development of this country.

Is everything totally accurate, no Idont think so,but it is close and well flavored with history. Thanks

for bringing this one back to me.

Louis L'Amour is a good writer, who's books are predictable and fun to read. If you want unexpected



plot twists and bad guys to be heros pick another author.

I'm still enjoying the Sacketts! It nice having all the Sacketts Book together and not having to wait for

the next one to come out. It's much more fun not having to dig back in my memory to remember the

characters from book passed after waiting months. And I an enjoying these books greatly.This

author has that rare ability to easily put the scene in your head. Some authors just can't do it. But

Louis L'Amour is a great author. And even though his books are westerns, he is amount the rare,

one of the great.Enjoy

I loved the book, and Louis lamour has got to be our best western writer, of our times. I'm reading

the Sackett series from book #1 to book 17. Although I have read other books by Louie. Lamour, I

can't seem to stop reading his books once I start. I just have trouble stopping. Awesome storyline

from and awesome writer. I hope his children can finish, what Louis Lamour has started. I'm a fan

for life!!Mike Morss

The gut wrenching story line of this novel compelled me to read it in nearly one sitting. Mr.

L'Amour's ability to describe in articulate detail the feelings and thoughts of his characters against

the backdrop of the Western landscape is amazing. The ruggedness of the land, the beauty of a

sunrise, the loneliness and despair caused by hunger and cold, all woven together in a powerful

story of courage and grit and love made this novel for me one of my favorite Louis L'Amour books.

Read it and enjoy!

Another great Louis L'Amour book
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